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Our Vision
Project owners can leave the burden of technical stuff about
launch of a token on blockchain to Cryptools AI for
automated creation of all tools needed for launching the
token so they will have more focus on marketing side of the
project.

Cryptools AI will deliver its services with the simplest yet the
best User Experience for its users and it will be accessible via
a Telegram Bot in 1st phase. Web-based control panel and
discord bot will be added on next steps as well.



Ecosystem & Products

You can launch your token using LaunchAI less than minutes, all tailored
by your needs. Just tell the product what you need and it will launch your
project in the most simple and easy way.

LaunchAI will be accessible through a Telegram Bot, Discord Bot and Web
application. Also We will make sure all launches are with 100% safe and
scam-free written contracts within our AI. We are going to make crypto
token launches more fair with giving out the smart contract address to the
community and owner all at the same time.

LaunchAI will be available first on Ethereum, next on BSC and then we will
add functionality on all other popular chains step by step.

LaunchAI



LaunchAI Unique Features

ZERO technical skills is required to launch a token with LaunchAI.
You launch your project using a wizard and it is done! You can then
100% be focused on your utility and community development and
no worries about the smart contracts and stuff.

Zero Technical Skills

LaunchAI Smart Contracts are pre-audited and 100% SCAM FREE!
LaunchAI assure Investors there are not any suspicious functions
that would harm the investors such as stopping trading or pulling
out LP.

Safe Contracts

LaunchAI will keep the LP tokens 100% SAFE by auto burn or
locking lp tokens instantly after launch.

LP Tokens, 100% Safe

This means bots, snipers and even the owner himself cannot snipe
the project or buy early! Everyone has same opportunity on buying
right after LaunchAI bot sends the contract to the group/channel.

Launch token instantly



Ecosystem & Products
Our set of automated presale tools will give project owners the ability to
select best investors for their private sale positions to make sure they will
have a solid price floor after launch with diamond hands of early buyers.

PresaleAI will gather and analyze all information about presale buyers and
how they interact with projects to give a clear insight to other project
owners and let them decide if they want to give out whitelist position to an
investor or not. 

PresaleAI

Just tell the SwapAI what you want to buy, and what you want to pay. Leave
everything else to the SwapAI. You will get your tokens in your wallet with
best price in seconds.

SwapAI

Need a utility for your project? Just give UtilityAI some inputs and have your
utility ready specifically for yourself and well personalized by your needs.

UtilityAI



Economy and Business Model
CryptoolsAI’s products and services are not free. To use each
product, user should pay a certain amount of money via
Cryptools native token. We will store these payments in a wallet
we call Cashier Wallet. 

Cashier Wallet is playing the role of famous dead wallet in L2
chains which tokens would not be accessible to be sold. It is
acting as a storage of ecosystem’s earnings. This will help the
chart to maintain a higher floor every time someone is using our
services. 

During our beta release of LaunchAI, we will not charge project
owners for entry fee of using LaunchAI. It is free to use the
service and launch tokens on this beta period.

We will have 15% share of total taxes by any project which is
launched through LaunchAI. For example, If a project chooses
to have 10% tax on buys and sells, we will get 1.5% of tax from
each TX as Cryptools share from the project.  



This revenue will be transferred to our marketing wallet as
chain’s native tokens (eth on erc20 for example) and it will be
used for buyback Cryptools tokens, development and marketing
purposes.

Note 1: If project owner decides to launch the project with 0 tax,
LaunchAI will add only a small amount of 0.1% to tax system in
smart contract for its revenue.

Note 2: Cryptools will not get any tokens of any projects using
LaunchAI. The only revenue stream from LaunchAI is using
product fee (which is free during beta phase) and 15% share of
taxes which project is collecting. We believe it is win-win
situation.

Business models and revenue streams about other products of
CryptoolsAI will be announced later. 

Economy and Business Model



CryptoolsAI Tokenomics

0x64A7C4bB46713882fcE0dAe61547568eb358c5EA

SYMBOL

CTAI
NETWORK

ETHEREUM
DECIMALS

9
SUPPLY

1MIL
TAX

5%

There are no max limits for transactions and wallets.
Smart contract ownership is renounced.



ROADMAP

SwapAI Release on ETH and BSC
Launch AI Discord Bot Release
More Chains Support
LaunchAI Services Expansion
Whitepaper v2

QUARTER 4

CryptoolsAI Project Launch
Litepaper

LaunchAI Telegram Bot Release on ETH
LaunchAI Telegram Bot Release on BSC

LaunchAI Web Application
Whitepaper v1

CryptoolsAI NFT ReleasePreSaleAI TG Bot and
Web App Release on ETH and BSC

 

UtilityAI Release
New Roadmap TBA

 

Q1 & Q2
2023

QUARTER 3
2023

2023



WWW.CRYPTOOLSAI.COM INFO@CRYPTOOLSAI.COM

Contacts and Socials

@CRYPTOOLSAI @CRYPTOOLS_AI


